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Settings Starting Points Summary

NB: these settings are STARTING POINTS

If using a flash behind an umbrella, set the flash to the widest zoom (and use the built-in diffuser if 
there is one) so that the flash fills the umbrella.

Simple 1 light set up

Shutter Speed 1/250

Aperture F5.6

ISO 200

Flash Power 1/16 or 1/8

Flash Zoom 24mm

Flash to subject distance 4’-5’

2-light set up

Shutter Speed 1/250

Aperture F5.6

ISO 100

Flash Power – key & fill 1/8

Flash Zoom

Flash to subject distance

Glamour 3 light 

Shutter Speed 1/250

Aperture F5.6

ISO 200

Flash Power – key 
(placed high)

1/8

Flash Power – fill 
(placed low)

1/16 (one stop less than key light)

Background flash 1/16



Outdoors
need to look at ND filters of High Speed Synch if shooting in bright light  but here we are looking 
at settings for shade or dusk

shooting against sky

Max shutter speed and lowest ISO is a good starting point

Shutter Speed 1/250

Aperture F8 (as starting point and move from 
there)

ISO 100

Flash Power 

Flash Zoom

Flash to subject distance

Balancing Ambient and Flash Light 

Shutter Speed 1/250

Aperture F8 (but might need to move to  f4 or
f5.6)

ISO 100

Flash Power full

Flash Zoom 24mm

Flash to subject distance

Low Light levels

Shutter Speed 1/250

Aperture F4 or thereabouts

ISO 100

Flash Power don’t need full power 

Flash Zoom

Flash to subject distance



Ultimate Guide to Off-Camera Flash

If using a flash behind an umbrella, set the flash to the widest zoom (and use the built-in diffuser if 
there is one) so that the flash fills the umbrella.

Exposure 
5 factors affect exposure:

• aperture

• ISO

• shutter speed

• flash power 

• flash to subject distance

Aperture

You might want a very wide aperture so that you can blur the background.  Tutor tends to shoot 
very wide open for portraits

Aperture controls the flash exposure – it controls the amount of light we are letting through

Shutter Speed

Need to find out the max flash sync speed.  Might be 1/160, 1/200, 1/250

Shutter speed controls the amount of ambient light that is let in – light from a window, a table 
lamp, the sky, ie whatever is constantly on.  You control this part of the exposure by using time.

If you use a slower speed than the max sync speed, the more ambient light you let into the photo.   
No matter what shutter speed you use the brightness of the flash won’t change. The shutter speed 
does not affect the exposure of the flash.

If the light from the flash is too bright or too dark there is no use changing the shutter speed!

Example:



you can clearly see the flash on the wall and the sky is dark

sky now a little brighter



sky is getting lighter but the light from the flash isn’t changing.  The part of the wall not lit by the 
flash is getting lighter but the flash area isn’t changing at all

 



sky getting quite bright now but flash light still hasn’t changed

light on wall between flash and ambient light almost balancing out



In a studio there might be light coming in from a small side window, studio lights, overhead lights.  
You don’t want any of those lights interfering with the exposure so you go for the max sync speed 
you can. 

Once you set the shutter speed indoors you don’t change it so it’s nice and simple.

Outdoors is a bit different – you want to control how much ambient light you see in the images

ISO

When we increase the ISO we increase the camera sensitivity to both the ambient light and the flash
light toegether

Generally speaking you want to keep the ISO fairly low

there are other considerations – flash power, flash recycle times, battery consumption.

As an example let’s assume that the following photo was taken at full flash power, f8 and ISO 100 
(it wasn’t but let’s assume that).  Let’s also assume that for some reason you want to stay at f8



now let’s pretend it took anywhere from 3-10 seconds to recycle, plus considerable drain on the 
flash batteries

If we increase ISO to 200 it’s one stop so to compensate flash power can be reduced one stop to ½

and now it only takes half as long as it did before to recycle – but still too long.  So let’s go to ISO 
400 (another stop).  We can therefore reduce flash power by another stop to compensate and are 
now down to ¼ power 



flash recycle is much quicker now 

If you want you can go further to ISO 800 and get the flash down to 1/8 power, so instead of taking 
a shot and having to wait, you can keep shooting  

That is an example of ISO – but you can’t use it in isolation because it fits in like puzzle pieces with
all the other aspects of exposure, eg instead of increasing ISO we could have opened up the aperture

Flash Power

Using flash in manual mode, you can adjust the power of the flash.  This goes up and down in 
increments corresponding to f-stops of aperture.   Every time you double or half the power you are 
increasing or decreasing the light output by the equivalent of one aperture f-stop.  Aperture and 
flash power are inextricably linked – they work hand in hand.  As you change one, you need to 
change the other to keep to the same exposure, or if you have in mind to use one particular aperture,
eg f4 then you can simply increase or decrease the flash power to give you the correct exposure for 
f4. 

In the aperture experiment we ended up at  f8 but we might not want to shoot at f8 because we 
might want a blurred background.

In this example he has moved the flash away and set things up so he gets a good exposure at f8, ISO
100.   Flash ended up on quarter power.

Here’s the first shot at ¼ power



to get down to f2 (which is where he wants to be) you can see the steps he needs to go through



here he has opened up the aperture by one stop but not changed the flash.  You can see it is 
overexposed

so now does halve the flash output and exposure is right again



and here with the aperture reduced to f2 and flash reduced correspondingly to 1/64

and we can see how the brickwork is blurred

Flash to subject distance

This is the last of the 5 exposure variables.

The inverse square law -

if we have a flash firing through an umbrella and a model 1 foot away from the lighting

if she were to move twice the distance from the lighting



she’d now be two feet away so the light on her has now been reduced.  But by how much?  You 
would be sensible in thinking it would be half as much light – but it isn’t.  Light follows the inverse 
square law so the amount of light falling on her would actually be a quarter.  As the distance from 
flash to subject doubles the light falls off to one quarter of what was there before.  Ie when the
distance doubles you lose 75% of the light. 

In practical terms: Tutor photographed a grey panel, doubling up the distance each time.



Difference in the light at 2 feet still very pronounced

at 4 feet you can still see the difference but it is less pronounced

at 8 feet just discernible



looking at the photos in a row you can see that when the panel was close to the light, in one foot of 
space the light dropped off by 2 f-stops.  When the light was further away it also dropped off by 2 f-
stops but that was between 8 and 16 feet so it dropped off more gradually

Key point to remember is that when the flash is close to the subject the light will fall of drastically.  
When it’s further away the light will fall off gradually. 

What practical use is this knowledge? 

If you are taking a photo of a group of three people and the flash is quite close to the person at one 
end the person at the other end is going to be under-exposed because of the light fall-off.   You can 
see in the diagram there are two f-stops difference between the people on the ends.   But if you had 
placed the light further away the light would fall off more gradually



that’s because there is only 1/3 to ½ stop difference between the people on the ends now. 

Indoor Photo Sessions

Simple One-Light Set-up

Using garage at home. 

Using a grey background – likes grey as you can make it go darker or lighter 

Using a 43” shoot through umbrella.  Can get 60”, too.   The larger the umbrella the softer the light.

Indoor a good place to start as you have less ambient light to deal with.

Camera Settings

shutter speed 1/250th – max it will go to synch on his camera.  Setting it to the max it will go 
ensures you reduce the ambient light as much as possible.  For example you don’t want fluorescent 
light getting into the picture.  He doesn’t change the shutter speed at all for flash.

Using a 50mm 41.4 lens (but it’s a crop sensor camera so it’s a 35mm equivalent)

Normally sets aperture to f4 – allows flash to do less work and blurs the background however 
because it’s quite bright (in the lecture they had video lights on, of course) so he went to f5.6  (plus 
if you have a variable-aperture lens, the aperture will change as you zoom so f5.6 is a nice safe one 
to use).  If you have a fast prime lens, he recommends starting off at f4

ISO 200 or 400 are his normal working ISOs.

1/250; f4; ISO 400 – as a starting point.

Also starts with light about 4 or 5 feet from the subject. 

Then he really only adjusts the flash power based on the initial shots.

After that he might try repositioning the flash for different effects.



Many flashes allow you to zoom the beam of light.  He always sets it to the widest setting to fill the 
umbrella.  On his flash it is 24mm

shoots in RAW and white balance is set to flash.

Before you start make sure none of the ambient light is in the shot by taking a photo without flash.

Shot taken with no umbrella. Umbrella needs to be above eye-level

put umbrella on – only put about 4” of shaft through otherwise you can get a hot spot.

All set with ISO, shutter speed, aperture. Now need flash power.  For demonstration purposes he 
does it randomly.  It ends up at 1/32nd



we’re kind of in the ball park but model is under-exposed.

So now he goes down to 1/16th power

better but still under-exposed so go to 1/8th

looking pretty good now



another way of checking the 
exposure without using a flash 
meter is to make sure you are 
de-focussed, go right up to the 
subject, fill the frame with her 
face, take another shot and then 
look at the histogram  

You can see that the centre line 
is mid-gray and to the right of 
that is the face. That looks 
about right because her face 

isn’t grey

so now we have a good exposure we take a few shots

compare to without the umbrella



you can see how much softer the light is – the shadow under the chin is far too harsh without the 
umbrella.  With the umbrella her skin looks softer and less shiny.

Got some good basic shots to start off.  What can we do next?

Move the light around.   Normally would keep the flash at the same distance so you don’t have to 
change the power but in this case the area is narrow so the flash will end up closer and he’ll have to 
reduce the power. 

Moves the light to the side.  It’s closer so he tries 1/16th

now got some split lighting.  One side face lit, one in shadow.  You might like this look.  If you like 
it – use it. 

Now directly in front.  Can move flash further away again so moves it back to 1/8th

this type of light is flattering (although perhaps a little dark under her chin)



now going to try for a moodier kind of look:

put the light behind model pointing towards him and has collapsed the umbrella and reduced to 
1/32nd.  Also uses his hand to shield the lens a bit to try to eliminate flare from the flash



and isn’t that nice!

Just by moving the light around you get different effects – not changed any settings on the camera 
at all. 

Controlling Background Light Spill

Same camera settings 

• 1/250
• f5.6
• ISO 200

takes a shot with no flash to check not much ambient light getting in the shot:

this is ok.  Not a lot of light getting on to the model.

Now try with flash at 1/8 power

a little under-exposed so increase flash to ¼ power



that’s better

if to start with you were getting too much ambient light, try reducing the ambient light or closing 
down the aperture a little, although this does mean the flash will have to work harder.

Even though the light on the model’s face is softer than it would be without the umbrella, it isn’t as 
soft as it could be.   To start with though we want to make the background a little more interesting, a
bit moodier.  To do this we have to take control of the background – in the above shots the 
background is grey.  Because we aren’t allowing in ambient light, without the flash the background 
goes very dark and so it wouldn’t matter even if the background were white – without the flash it 
would be very dark.  What this tells us is that the light from the flash is getting to the background. If
we can avoid the light hitting the background we can do other things with it. To take control of the 
background we have to prevent it being contaminated by the light from the flash. If we can do that 
the background will be darker.

To do this bring the model away from the background a few feet.

Then bring the light source in closer



this might seem counter-intuitive but remember the inverse square law – when the light is closer, it 
falls off quicker.  Flash to subject distance has been reduced so we will need accordingly.  There is 
another advantage – moving the light in closer makes it relatively bigger to the model and therefore 
softer. 

Now flash on 1/16. camera settings still the same

light is now much softer



Tutor here is a big fan of getting the light in close – soft light, more control of the background 
and easy on flashes and batteries

Lighting the Background for Effect

Model and light moved away from background (as in previous lecture).  Even further away.  
Background didn’t got black before but it will now especially if he keeps the light near the model

space to fit another light between model and background.  Places it about 3’-4’ from the 
background. If it’s too close it will create a hot sport before the light spreads out. Both stand and 
flash hidden by the model.  

Puts a diffuser on the light to spread the light out more.  Guesses at 1/64 power. 

1: Take some shots without the extra light to see how the background looks

can see how dark the background is because we have moved further away from the background

2: now with back light @ 1/64

maybe a little too bright.  Turn down to 1/128



3: with background light at 1/128

that’s better

these look good – just a hint of light on the background to separate her hair from the background

this really helps to separate the hair from the background

Now – what if we wanted to light the background where the light wasn’t so accessible eg at a 
wedding or event where the flash is high up on a stand.  How can we lighten it without changing the
flash power? 

Open up the aperture by one stop.  It will lighten the background.  It will also lighten the subject so 
need to reduce the keylight flash power by one stop. 

Now tries a honeycomb modifier to try a different effect.  Puts a more restrictive kind of light on the
background.   Puts it a bit to the side.  



Gives a kind of directional light.  Play around with it, maybe higher, maybe lower, from the other 
side.

Colouring the back with gels

You can colour the background fairly easily using gels – coloured foil that goes onto the flash. They
can make a lot of difference to the look and feel of an image

Flashes lose a bit of light when firing through the gels so you might need to increase the flash 
power a bit.  

Kept the keylight and camera settings the same as before.

First attempt, with orange



colour nice and strong – which is why he uses a grey background.  With a white background the 
colour wouldn’t be as strong, would be more of a pastel shade.

Now try blue

lovely soft light on her face and a lovely strong colour 



now try red

felt he needed to raise the power of the rear flash a little

counter-intuitively, increasing the power gives more of a pastel shade.

Using a fill flash

Second light can make a more flattering look than using one light.  In the previous examples, 
because the light was close it gave us a wrap around type of light, with light on one side falling off 
to shadow on the other side.   It is a beautiful type of light but because it is quite dramatic it’s not 
always the most flattering.  that’s because the light and shadow tend to show up blemishes, 
wrinkles, lines & shadows around and under the subject’s eyes.   No suitable for everyone – OK for 
younger people with smooth complexion and OK for blokes – rugged, strong, powerful look, not so 
good for women of a certain age. 

To make a more flattering look we need to open up the shadows on the unlit side of the face.  To do 
this we use a second light.  The first light is often referred to as the key light. The one we use to 
light the shadows is called the fill light. 



A fill light can greatly improve portrait lighting.  It reduces the depth of shadows and softens facial 
features. 

Tutor likes to place the fill light along the camera axis, close to camera position.  Some people 
prefer to have them at opposing 45 degrees but you can create more shadows with this. 

Set expos to 1 or 2 stops below key light depending on how much you want to open up the 
shadows.   Use less power or move the light further away to deepen the shadows, or use more 
power or bring it close to lighten the shadows. 

Tutor thinks 1 to 1.5stops difference works well, assuming the two lights are at similar distances. 

In the example he reduces ISO to 100 to minimise impact of ambient light so will need an extra stop
of power from the flashes.

Key light is on 1/8 power so will start with 1/16 on fill light. 

Step 1 – take shot with no flash

Step 2 – fill light only.  Like to start in reverse order to see what the fill light is doing on its own

Step 3 – key light only

In the example.  Starts with both lights on 1/8 but with fill light further away



can see it is opening up the shadows.

This looks quite good.  The shadows actually suit the bloke, I think.  Quite a deep shadow on his 
right hand side.

Looking pretty good

got the shadow still but not too deep



We can adjust the fill light to get a deeper shadow or less shadow. 

Shadows have got a little deeper

now increase the power.  Key light 1/8;  fill light ¼ but further away



this not so good – rather bland.  OK for a passport but that’s about all 

you’ll also want to use fill light when shooting larger groups to avoid shadows from the key light 
falling on neighbouring faces and bodies. 

Glamour Lighting

Quite often used in glamour, beauty, Hollywood headshots.

Usual camera settings 1/250, ISO 200, f5.6

use lens hood to stop any glare getting in

This is a 3-light set up

Top light is key light & is high up. On 1/8 power 



lower light is the fill light.  1/16 power (normally 1 stop less than the key light). Shoots up into the 
face, giving a lovely light and getting rid of any shadows under the eyes. 

3rd light is the background light.  Has an omnibounce to disperse the light and make it wider.

1/64 power 





giving a nice shadowless light, nice catchlights in the eyes and because the lights are so close there 
are no hotspots on the skin

Hard Light for Dramatic Effect & Impact

Using a 2-light set up

Uses a soft-box set up on the key light 

it’s easy to change the hardness or softness of the light by bringing it closer or moving it further 
away.  Here going to have it about 4’ away to start with. 

Because model has dark hair and background is dark tutor is putting a light high up to act as a hair 
light.  Only needs to skim the hair and needs to be positioned so it doesn’t light any part of the face. 
He therefore places a honeycomb grid over the flashhead to avoid any lightspill



Settings: stick to what we have been using

1/250

ISO 200

f5.6

Flash settings – took a guess at 1/64th for the hair light and see how that looks with the keylight off 

felt this was a bit too bright so move it to 1/128



that’s better.  Doesn’t want to be too bright. Just enough to put a little sheen on it and separate it 
from the background

set keylight to 1/8

zoom in on face and check histogram to see if exposure is correct 

that looks OK





now he uses an urban pop up background, on this occasion a brickwork effect

wants the background to not be sharp so will change aperture from f5.6 to f2.8.  That is 2 stops 
more light so will need to adjust the flash power by 2 stops, too – to 1/32



Portrait Lighting Patterns

When taking portraits you can move the light around or move the subject’s face to get different 
lighting patterns on the faces. It’s how the light and shadow plays across the face to get different 
shapes. 

• Split Lighting

• Rembrandt Lighting

• Loop Lighting

• Butterfly Lighting

also Broad Lighting & Short Lighting that  can be used in conjunction with the above 
patterns

Split Lighting 

Splits the face exactly into equal halves, one side in light and one in shadow.   Often used for 
musicians and artists in magazines.  More of a masculine pattern. 

Put the light source at 90o to the subject on the same level, maybe slightly behind  the head.  Good 
to try and get a catchlight right on the edge of the iris.



Loop Lighting 

Place light about 30o or 40o    from the camera & just above eye level

    

Loop lighting is made by creating a small shadow of the subject’s nose on their cheeks

To create loop lighting the light source must be slightly higher than eye-level



you can see from the image whether you have got it right.  On the left side here you can see a small 
shadow of the nose 

In loop lighting the shadow of the nose and that of the cheek DO NOT touch.

One of the most common and popular lighting patterns as it is easy to create and flatters most 
people.  

Rembrandt Lighting

Named because Rembrandt often used this pattern of light in his portraits.   Identified by the 
triangle of light on the face

whereas in loop lighting the shadows from the nose and cheek don’t touch, in Rembrandt lighting 
they do and that is what gives the triangle.  Compare the two below



You have to make sure the eye on the shadow side of the face has light on it and has a nice catch 
light in it (assuming your subject is looking up).  This is a bit more dramatic pattern so like split 
lighting creates a bit more of a mood.

Butterfly Lighting

Called because of the butterfly-shaped shadow that appears under the nose.  Key light is placed 
above the subject on the same axis as the camera and you shoot from underneath it.



Butterfly lighting is often used for glamour style shots. Also flattering for older people as it 
emphasises wrinkles less than side lighting 

someone with a round face might look better with loop or Rembrandt lighting as it has a slimming 
effect

Short Lighting & Broad Lighting 

In the shoots so far the tutor has asked the model to point their face at the light slightly rather than 
looking straight on



not really a light pattern as it can be used in conjunction with loop or rembrandt lighting

with short lighting the side of the face nearer the camera is the side in shadow.

You can see how most of the light is on the far side of the face.  The opposite is true when you use 
Broad Lighting.

Notice how the side of the face nearest the camera has most of the light. 



If we compare the short and broad lighting you can see the difference

Tutor prefers short lighting as he feels it is more flattering and a bit moodier especially for people 
with round faces as it sometimes makes faces look slimmer. 

Using Household Objects for Interesting Backgrounds

Variety of objects onto background

Use ordinary household objects and fire flash through them to create patterns and shapes on the 
background.  Examples – patterned tumblers, cutlery drain rack, tealight holders with holes in …

sets flash up on a little cabinet and puts the object in front of it.  Pattern will vary as you move it 
nearer or further away from the flash gun.

Don't forget – you see it as two different exposures, 1 for the background and 1 for the subject so 
start off by getting the correct background exposure. It’s just a matter of setting the flash power for 
the camera settings that you are going to be using.   Want the background to be a little blurry so will
go with aperture f4 and ISO 100 which will give same exposure as the settings we used previously 
(f5.6 ISO200).  Shutter speed remains 1/250.



note the black side screen to stop flash spilling over onto subject.

Start with 1/16 power 

set to manual focus and take a photo of background to check exposure

and this is what we got



looks pretty good, and now with the subject in

that looks great 

now try it with a gel.  When you use a gel, you tend to use a little bit of power so will need to 
increase the flash power so increased to 1/8



now trying tealight candle holders

rather subtle.  Might have benefited from more power. 

Now this large candle holder, trying it with an orange gel and increase power.



Not bad – but needs more power.   Increase to ¼



yes – looks better at ¼ power.  Tutor not keen on this – thinks it looks old fashioned. 

Next tumblers, with blue gel

play around with the stacking, shapes and distance to see what patterns you get 



blue gel.  ¼ power 

Venetian Blind

This is different.  One flash only, with a softbox on so that the pattern falls on to the subject.



  Need to be careful that the shadows don’t fall across the eyes.  If they do, you need to raise or 
lower the camera. 

But first, as usual, check the background to see how it looks. it’s on ¼ power 



Subject needs to look at the light, NOT at the camera. 

Looks awesome.

Now try removing softbox to get a harsher light.



Problem here is that shadow falls across the eyes, so reposition yourself with the camera 

lovely strong, dramatic effect. 

Using a Honeycomb grid for more drama 

Most flashes have a zoom head allowing you to create a broader or narrow beam of light. Even 
when you use the maximum zoom to give the narrowest light it still doesn’t provide that tight beam 
of light that you get from a grid spot or a snoot. 

Using a honeycomb grid in the tutorial.  Small light source so it will create a hard light.  Hard light 
can create creative and dramatic effects.   



Unlike with a large umbrella the light is going to be very directional. Will light a small area of 
model’s face.   Aim the light so it scrapes the front of her face. 

The honeycomb grid tutor is using comes with three sizes 10, 20 and 40 degrees.   He’s using the 
smallest one which has about 1/16” holes. 

Background is white but with the camera settings not letting in ambient light and it not being lit it 
should go very dark. 

He’s set the light high. 



These are lovely and dramatic.  Tutor noticed afterwards that there was a shadowline on her face 
from a stray piece of hair.  Would need to ask her to pull that hair out of the way.  Also notice the 
triangle of light on the right cheek – Rembrandt lighting. 

Notice the white background has gone very dark – because it wasn’t lit and the settings we are using
don’t let in any ambient light. 

Now move model back against the background, light quite high up, on 1/8 power 

camera, as usual 1/250, f5.6 ISO 200

For most of the shots model will be looking at the light or in that direction to get a better light on 
her face. 



Getting a Clean White Background 

A plain white background is a classic look. Even if you are using a white background it won’t go 
completely white. With some of the lighting set ups we’ve been using it will go quite dark, possibly 
even completely black if the main lights are far enough away.  Even if you have the key and the fill 
lights really close to the background it still won’t be completely white – just light or mid-gray.  The 
only way to make a white background go dazzlingly white is to light it separately. 

For an individual portrait you can sometimes get away with a single light especially if you are 
shooting in portrait orientation.  Generally though, and certainly if shooting more than one person 
you need one light on either side of the background to ensure that the light is even. 

For this session with one model the tutor sets up one light with an omni-bounce to spread out the 
light, set to 1/8 power to start with. 



First of all, try it without the light to see how the background looks.  Camera settings have not 
changed.  Key light set to 1/16. 

looks nice.   Shadows are nice on the face so tutor decides to leave the fill light off. 

Now switch back light on.  NB it has a flag velcroed to it to stop light overspill onto model’s face.



And that’s it – point a couple of lights at the background (or a single light if shooting a single 
subject) and put a diffuser on the flashhead 

subject needs to be about 4’ from the background to prevent light coming back and creating a halo 
effect.

You also want the background to almost blow out and you can check that by looking at the 
histogram or by looking at the blinking highlights. 

Don’t forget to flag off the flashhead



Glamour Lighting

In an earlier lesson we did a nice non-shadow set up for glamour portrait lighting using a clam-shell
set up with two speedlights.   It’s quite flattering so you see it a lot in magazine, model portfolios, 
fashion etc.  In this lesson we’ll use one light with reflectors.  It uses a lastalight triflector

consists of 3 reflector panels and a frame that you put on your own lighting stand.  Panels have 
independently adjustable hinges so you can focus the light where you want it, and fold away when 
not in use.  It’s neat and easy to use – but more expensive than using 2 umbrellas!

To use it place the light source very close and pointing down towards the reflectors and the light 
bounces around the other 2.  Camera is below the light.

In this case tutor is using a small softbox on the flash rather than an umbrella as it gives more room 
to shoot.  It’s very close to the model so the background will go very dark.  Because of this he has 
placed another light on the background and has put coloured gels on the flash

Settings for this: 

camera settings as before –
1/250; ISO 200; f5.6

keylight  - 1/32 power

background flash – 1/8
(because of gels on it)



reflector panels have a gold side but tutor doesn’t use these and has covered them in black.

Tutor noticed a mistake here – he had forgotten to flag off the background flash so it has spilt 
orange over onto model’s jacket and side of face, and has caused a shadown on her chest

so – make it black and white!

Then tutor adjusts the reflectors, puts model on a higher stool a



then tries different gel colours

has adjusted contrast slightly in post-processing and added a vignette – darkens the corners and 
focuses viewer onto subject 

this next shot has blue gel and the reflectors have been switched round so the black velvet surface is
innermost





Outdoor Photo Sessions

Introduction – exposure considerations

This is a whole different ball game – we have a lot more ambient light to consider.  Instead of trying
to shut it out like we did indoors, now we need to balance it with the flash. 

Imagine a lovely summer’s day with a beautiful blue sky. We want the sky nicely exposed in the 
final image. We know that we will be introducing flash so we set the camera to 1/250 (max synch 
speed), ISO 100.   Take the photo – lovely shot of sky and the camera has given you an aperture of 
f16. Fairly typical for a bright sunny day.  Aperture is small. 

Now put the portrait subject in front of the camera and take a shot – model is like a silhouette 
against the sky.

Now we want to light the subject with the flash.  Trouble is the aperture controls the flash exposure 
and f16 is small.  In order to balance the flash with the ambient light you need to get f16 worth of 
light from the flash.  Assume for the photo we have in mind, quite a wide shot the flash is about 6’ 
away from the subject and you’ll be using a shoot through umbrella. If you are on full power you’ll 
be getting an aperture of around f5.6 give or take

so if we put the model in front of the flash, even on full power it will make practically no difference
because it is only giving you enough light for  f5.6.  You need it to get past f8, past f 11 right up to 
f16 so you need 3 more stops of light from that flash. 

So let’s look at options.

You might think ‘I’ll adjust the ISO from 100’  Going to ISO 200 will give an aperture of f8, ISO) 
400 will give an aperture of f11 and ISO 800 will give f16  - but these are global settings (they don’t
just refer to the flash but to the ambient light, too) and the sky will be well over-exposed.  OK, so 



now we increase the shutter speed – but you can’t because you are on max synch speed.   OK, can’t 
do that – let’s put a Neutral Density (ND) filter on the lens to knock 3 stops of light off the sky– but 
again this is a global effect and darkens the flash, too, so you are back to square one. 

So what are the options?  You need more light from the flash. 

Option 1

Let’s assume (for argument’s sake) that we were on half power, not full power.  We increase it to 
full power.  That moves us up to f8.  Doubling the flash power gains us on f-stop

- but we are on full power so to double the power we can add another flash unit.  That doubles it 
again and moves us to f8

- then to double it again we would need TWO more flashes.  That gets us to f11 and now we have 4 
flashes.

- to get to f16 we would need another FOUR flashes.  This is clearly unworkable

Option 2

Buy a more powerful professional unit.

Use an external battery pack. They are more expensive but you do at least get your f16 out of the 
box. 

Option 3

Use more sophisticated triggers and flashes that do high- speed synch so you can get a faster shutter
speed



so now instead of the ambient light requiring you to be at f16 at 1/250 it now only requires f4 as 
you are 1/4000

there is a problem (of course) – high speed synch loses you some flash power and the higher the 
shutter speed the more power you lose – but you could double up the flashes to gain an extra stop so
it could work, but it does require a more high-end camera and flashes and triggers and receivers. 

Option 3 – best, cheapest and easiest ...

best way to balance the ambient light with budget flashes – simply don’t do it in bright sunlight.  Do
it later in the day, eg at dusk, when there is less ambient light. You can still get your beautiful blue 
sky but you won’t be fighting the ambient light. 

If you use a budget speedlite in a bright sunlight you’ll be disappointed. Do it when you have 
manageable ambient light levels. 

Using the sky as a dramatic background

Shoot at dusk when the light levels are low (see notes on exposure in introduction to this section).   
In the video it looks quite bright but that is because they have opened up the aperture on the video

starts by taking a normal shot in P-mode, using natural light.   Using a wide angle lens

This is what it gives us



great sky but subject is too dark.

P-Mode gave us: 1/200   f5.6    ISO 100

so now he uses exposure compensation to brighten up the image.  Starts with +2 exposure 
compensation

that’s better but she’s still a bit too dark  so he opens it up by another stop



model now well-exposed but now we have a white sky.

To get started on creating a more dramatic photo we want to make the image darker but bring back 
the colour in the sky

Going to manual mode, 1/250 (max synch speed)  (don’t forget – shutter speed controls the ambient
light – has no effect on the light from the flash). The faster shutter speed cuts out more ambient 
light plus it’s a more flash friendly setting because it means we can open up the aperture more.   
That’s important because flash exposure is controlled by the aperture.  If you use an aperture of f8 
or f16 with a slower shutter speed the flash is going to have to work really hard and even on full 
power probably won’t be strong enough.   Aperture of f16 is what we would have to use in the 
bright sunshine.  Better if you can aim for an aperture of f5.6 so this is why we need the fastest 
shutter speed possible. 

What about ISO?  Aim is still to cut out the ambient light so we’ll go for the lowest – 100.

So we have our first two settings – max shutter speed and lowest ISO. This formula is a good 
starting point.

Now what about aperture?  We have to make a decision – do we want to expose for the foreground 
area or the trees in the background or for the sky.  We are clearly wanting to expose for the sky – we
are shooting low and using the sky as the main background.    So – we’ll take a few shots and adjust
the aperture accordingly. 

We’ll start at f8 and see how we get on

flash has no diffuser (because they use of a stop or so of light) so is a hard light, and is about 6’-8’ 
away.



Looks good but perhaps a bit too dark so we move to f5.6

that’s better.  Because tutor is exposing for the sky which is the brightest part of the image 
everything else (trees, buildings etc) come out darker. 

Using a bare flash so it is a hard light, therefore tutor asked model to dress ‘grungy’ to give and 
‘edge’ to the shoot.   wouldn’t use a hard light if, for example, she had been wearing a cocktail 
dress. 

Tutor also wanting to go for a wider shot which is why flash is about 6’ away, which puts flash 
under even more pressure. 

Final settings: 1/250; f5.6; ISO 100; flash on full power about 6’ away

shooting position really low, up against the sky.  Shooting with a wide angle lens at about 15mm



not using any modifiers so got quite a hard light 

Light levels dropped during the shoot so tutor brought flash nearer and used a shoot-through 
umbrella. 



Flash is on a quarter power.   Note – flash is quite high throughout this shoot. 

Tutor was on his back on the floor to shoot against the sky.

Light was dropping fast so he had to adjust camera settings – moved to f4 and ISO 200 and also 
brought the light in closer.  These three things combined allowed him to drop the flash power to ¼

These look good with the softer light. You can only really use the umbrellas when the light levels 
really start to drop.

In the next shot the light is a little bit lighter 



that’s because he slowed the shutter speed to 1/160  - remember, shutter speed controls the ambient 
light. Model is still lit the same because shutter speed does not affect flash light. 

Now to get a bit more creative.  White balance has been set to flash.  He now sets it to tungsten. 

Everything turns blue – that’s what happens to daylight when you set white balance to tungsten – 
and this is the look the tutor was after except he doesn’t want the model to be blue. How he  
combats this is to stick two orange (CTO) gels on the flash.  This counters the effect of the tungsten 
white balance preset. It  will bring the flesh tones back to normal but everything else lit by ambient 
light will have the blue tint. 

Light is now quite low so has had to change settings.  Aperture on f4 but flash still on ¼ power and 
quite close. 



What a great effect!

Works even better when there are clouds in the sky



Balancing ambient and flash light 

This photo shoot was between trees and it was fairly late in the day.  Light was darker than it 
appears in the video. 

Normally if you have a perfect balance you will be using the flash as a ‘fill’ light to fill in the 
shadows from the sun.  That can look great but he isn’t after that kind of effect in this shoot.  He 
wants a more dramatic type of light and to do that he needs to reduce the ambient light and use the 
flash as the main light. So, in effect, the ambient light becomes the fill light.   

To do this he’ll reduce the exposure for the ambient light by a stop or a stop and a half (or even two 
stops depending on how dramatic he wants to make the picture). 

Settings:

Want the fastest speed you can – 1/250

for quality you want the lowest ISO – 100 (and also to cut out as much ambient light as possible) 

Because it is daylight (although still darker than it looks in the video) flash is set to full power.

That only leaves two variables (a) flash to subject distance and (b) aperture. 

We can use the aperture to cut down on the ambient light even more.  For this scene probably f4 or 
f5.6.  going to start with f8

If we want to brighten up the picture later on we can simply slow the shutter speed, eg to 1/160 or 
1/100.  that will give us more ambient light but keep the flash exactly the same.

For this shot he has the model walk towards him and has put a mark on the path for when to shoot. 
Flash is bare (no diffuser) so will be a hard light.   Has flash set to 24 mm (widest zoom setting).

Camera set to single shot continuous focus. 



This looks good – some sun on the trees and her hair. 

Also shooting from a lower angle so she is against the sky.

Now go to 1/100 to increase the ambient light and brighten the whole scene.  



Ambient light is brighter with the slower shutter speed – but the flash is still the same on the 
model’s face. 

General formula for balancing ambient light to get a stronger, more dramatic effect 

shutter speed to max synch speed – generally 1/250

ISO 100

flash on full power (if ambient light is quite bright)

take a normal photo of the scene without the flash and whatever aperture the camera gives you, 
close down the aperture by a stop or two spending on how dark you want the ambient light 

For the next session it was at a narrow-gauge railway.   It was winter time, about 4pm and sunset 
was set for 5.30, so light levels quite low.  This gives flexibility.  Average settings are shutter speed 
1.250, ISO 100, aperture f4-ish.  So don’t need full power on flash.

   This time he is using a shoot through umbrella for a softer light.   Has been using a harder light 
for the outdoor shoots. 

He wants to under-expose slightly and shoot against the sky. 

Has the light quite high.



Was going to have started at f5.6 but by the time they got started they had lost some light so had to 
move to f4.5



nice that a bit of sunshine appears in the background.

Because we are at f4.5 we get a nice blurred background, too.

Moves the light round a little bit:

and now shoots more against the sky

and her hair has caught the light, that looks nice.



High Speed Sync (HSS) for Wider Apertures on Bright Days

HSS v ND Filters

When you take photos outside on a brighter day you want the most efficiency from the flash.  There
is a ‘sweet spot’ at max sync speed, generally 1/250, sometimes 1/160, depending on your camera. 
This is because higher shutter speeds imply a higher aperture. This wider aperture allows your flash 
to reach further or work less hard for the same exposure. 

With some camera/flash/trigger combinations you might still get the dark band at max synch speed. 
This is because you are on the edge of the synchronisation capabilities and slight synch errors can 
still creep in. In this case you might need to reduce to 1/200 or 1/160, especially indoors where the 
black band may be more noticeable.

Being limited to the max sync speed causes problems when shooting on bright sunny days. Let’s 
say at 1/200 you may need an aperture of f11 just for a correct exposure. Then if you want to darken
the ambient light and soften the flash with an umbrella or soft box you’ll be struggling to get 
enough light from your flash.  Also,  even if you had enough light you don’t always want to be 
shooting at such small apertures eg you might want to blur the background using a wider aperture 
such as f4 or even wider. 

How to get round this problem.

(a) shoot at a different time of day when the ambient light levels are lower 

(b) move into a shaded area

however you might want to take photos in the bright sunshine and there are two solutions to this

(a) HSS

(b) use a Neutral Density (ND) filter.

Neither of these is ideal but with care they do work. 

HSS

High end DSLRs have a HSS flash mode but this mode can only be used with high end flash guns 
dedicated to that manufacturer (but not necessarily made by that manufacturer).  In HSS mode you 
can use shutter speeds that exceed max synch speed – 1/500, 1/1000, 1.2000 or even higher.  

It does this by not firing a single flash but by sending pulses of light for the duration of the 
exposure.  In effect it becomes a continuous light source.   Because shutter speed controls 
continuous light, the higher the shutter speed the more light you lose from the flash.   Think of 
ambient light – if you change your shutter speed, you change your exposure and that is exactly what
happens with flash in the HSS mode.   With that in mind, if you want correct flash exposure with 
HSS you either need to move the flash in much closer or use multiple flashes, but even 3 
speedlights will only buy you 1.5 stops of light. So be aware your flash might end up just being a 
fill light. 



However it can be a good option eg instead of having to shoot at, say, 1/250 at f11, you could shoot 
at 1/2000 at f4 (but will need to get flash in close or use more than one flash for some extra power). 

HSS is a good option to allow you to use wider apertures for selective focusing but it doesn’t buy 
you a great deal in terms of overpowering bright sunlight

ND Filter

These are darkened pieces of glass that go over the lens and cut down on the amount of light. 
Because they cover the lens both the amount of ambient and flash light entering the camera is 
reduced so it doesn’t buy you anything in terms of getting extra light from your flash to overpower 
the sun. It simply allows you to use wider apertures.   So for example if the settings were 1/250, 
ISO 100 aperture f11 we could put a 3-stop ND filter on so we could change the aperture to f4.

Downside is that you are putting more glass over your expensive lens.  If not good quality can add a
colour cast and reduce image quality. Also, because the ambient light is reduced you might have 
problems focusing. 

Good thing is you can still use your cheaper manual flashes and triggers plus you don’t need a high-
end camera. 

Demonstration

1 shoot with no flash/  1/250,  f11.

Pebble dashing is quite dark – this is what the tutor wanted. 

Now with flash 1/32 power. 



OK, he has got a good exposure but the wall is quite sharp which isn’t what he wants.   So now to 
do that he wants to shoot at f4.

To do that he puts on a 3-stop ND filter. In theory we should get the same exposure as before. 

Great – it looks exactly the same but now we have a blurred background which is what we wanted. 

Next step – remove ND filter and try it with HSS.  Instead of using 1/250 he goes to 1/2000 (3 stops
– 500, 1000, 2000).  still at f4 but with 3 stops difference on the shutter speed. 



Again, it’s worked fine so it does look like using an ND filter or HSS both work well.  When 
compared side by side though the ambient light in the ND filter is slightly darker. There isn’t much 
in it but tutor feels ND filter has the edge over HSS.

So which is better? They both have pros and cons.  When you use HSS ambient light stays the 
same, you’re just reducing the flash power.  With an ND filter you lower both ambient and flash 
light. 



HSS Photoshoot

In the park – very bright day.  We are going to explore the exposure in more detail so we can follow 
the tutor’s thought processes. 

Want a soft light on the model’s face.  Umbrella too big and gets caught by wind so he is using a 
small softbox and a weight on the stand. 

On a day like this we’d normally be shooting at about 1/250, f11 but he wants to blur the 
background so ideally would like to shoot at a wider aperture eg f4, f2.8.  can’t do that at 1/250 so 
will use HSS to get a faster shutter speed and therefore higher aperture.  Softbox is small and costs a
couple of stops of flash power so will need to get it close to the model. 

Step 1 – take a couple of shots of the background to judge the ambient light.   Starts at 1/250 ISO 
100, f8

not too bad but he wanted the background to be darker so moves to f16

that’s better



keeps those same settings and now puts the model in the shot

nicely exposed for background but model is completely dark.  Needs the fill in flash.   Still at 1/250 
f16

got a good exposure now.  Problem is – the background is sharp and he wants it blurred.   So we are
going to have to increase shutter speed in order for us to open up the aperture



that looks great



model was positioned to the right to keep the flash out of the shot.

In this shot he just photoshopped the flash and stand out

Out of interest now let’s expose for the model as opposed to the background with no flash.



We can see that using the off-camera flash gives us much more dramatic lighting 

now we change position so the photographer has his back to the sun. Model will be in the shade.  
Shooting on f2.8, 1/8000.  Really opening up the aperture to get a blurred background.

Step 1 – take shot without flash



nice blue sky, blurred background.  Model is very dark. 

So, now with flash.  Flash has been at full power for the whole session

light is not too hard because of the softbox but it is very close.  The deep blue sky and blurred 
background gives us a more dramatic image with the light on her face. 

HSS doesn’t allow you to overpower the sun but it does allow you to use a wider aperture but going
for a faster shutter speed.  An ND filter would have been another alternative. 



Graphic or Grungy Backgrounds – Storefront Shutters

Using storefront shutters as a graphic element

Tutor takes a shot along the shutters and gets an aperture reading of f4 – already started at 1/250 and
ISO 100 (this is always a good starting point for outdoor flash photography). 

He wants to darken the image a little so goes one stop under to f5.6

He’s shooting along the shutters

has set zoom head on flash to max 105mm. 



As it’s a hard light we get her shadow on the shutters – but that doesn’t matter.  Her red top looks 
great.  The shutter bar distracts a bit so later the tutor moves the model along the shutters.  The tight 
beam really accentuates the lines of the shutters. 

He had gone one stop down to darken the exposure ambient light.  If he wants to increase it he can 
decrease the shutter speed for example. 

Whole image is now brighter. 

Model repositioned.  Looks better



Graphic or Grungy Backgrounds – Graffiti (HSS)

Tutor likes graphic, grungy backgrounds for his portraits.   For this shoot he’s chosen a bit of 
graffiti in a skateboard park.  It’s low so not easy but we can see how he deals with this.

doesn’t want the graffiti to be too sharp so is wanting to shoot at something like f1.4 as the model 
will be close to the graffiti

did a test exposure  - 1/1000, f1.4, ISO100

Wants the graffiti to be a bit darker so is closing down by 1½ stops – 1/3200 sec

flash is on full power and has a softbox on so has been placed close to the subject. 

Flash turned off

nice light on the hair from the sun but model is too dark 



looks good but background not as blurred as tutor would like so moves model a couple of feet 
forward.

That looks better

now moves to 1/5000 sec to darken the background more and therefore moves the flash a little 
closer, too



NB – don’t forget to give the flash time to recharge before taking your shot.

It helps to be able to blur the grungy background but that is difficult when you are stuck with 
something like f8 – that’s where HSS comes in, so you can go to a larger aperture. 



Graphic or Grungy Backgrounds – Brick Wall (HSS)

Using a brick wall as the grungy background. Model will stand 3’-4’ in front of it. Shooting at a 
wide aperture to try and blur the background

First step – take a normal shot without flash to see how it looks. 

1/500, f1.4

bit over-exposed

try 1/1000 f1.4

that’s ok and how it would look normally but he wants a darker background so is going to go 2 
stops down, to 1/4000



now it’s too dark. So open it
up a bit to 1/3200

still too dark

goes to 1/2500



that’s where he wants to be.  Nice dark brickwork, slightly out of focus.  Model is now too dark, 
though.  So – switch flash on.

Flash is on half power. It is very close as he wants a nice soft light.  Wind is low enough that he can 
put an umbrella on flash (with a weight on the base)

Compositional note: would normally have had model on the left of the frame but there is a 
drainpipe on the wall and he is trying to avoid that.



Umbrella was close to model so the light fell off quickly and only lit the wall a little bit 

Using coloured gels 

Has set up a flash either side with a blue gel on.

Main flash has an orange gel and is still going through the umbrella

Underexposing brick wall as before. 

Not using HSS.  1/250;  f5;ISO 100.  side flashes on 1/16 power; main flash on ¼ power 



quite a nice effect with the blue and the orange. 

DIY Small Product Photography Setup
Demonstrating a neat and simple way of taking product shots without hardly spending any money.   
This is a DIY set up that can be made easily and quickly. 

First subject will be an old Olympus SLR.  This isn’t an easy product to shoot as there are some 
dark leather bits that soak up the light and at the same time we have highly reflective metal and 
glass parts. 

The product studio:

Tutor used an old cardboard box that he had lying around the house.  He cut the sides out with a 
stanley knife and covered them in ordinary tracing paper to act as diffusers.  You could actually use 
copy paper as the flashes will be close and on low power – you’d just need to increase the flash 
power.  NB don’t use coloured paper. 

 He left a couple of parts of the lid on so that they act as shields to stop flares from the flashes 
getting into the lens



inside the box he places a piece of white card and sellotapes top and bottom so it stays in place.  He 
bought an A1 sheet from a craft shop and cut it to size. This becomes a seamless background so you
won’t see the horizon.  This is called an infinity background. 

Now places the camera inside the box.

Uses two flashes, one on each side.  Using manual mode. One set to 1/32 and one to 1/16.  Don’t 
need a lot of light as they are so close and he is aiming for an aperture of around f11 or f16.  Has set
the flash zoom to its widest so that it covers the whole window. He’s going to be shooting very 
close so he wants a wider depth of field to make sure everything is in focus. 



This set up should give a nice smooth light – even though the cut out windows are small, in relation 
to the subject they are a large light source so we should get nice transition between the highlight and
shadow areas. 

Using a manual focus 28-135 macro lens. 

Procedure here is to simply shoot – see if you like it, then move things around until you are happy, 
so there is some trial and error involved. 

Camera settings here: 1/250; f11; ISO 200 (that’s the lowest this camera will go). 

that’s worked quite nicely – but maybe a bit too bright on the left and shadows a bit too dark on the 
right.

Solution – moves the whole box a little to the right so it is further away from the left hand flash and 
is a bit nearer the right hand flash.   He also moves the right hand flash around – brings it more 
towards the front so it points more back in at an angle



also brings the left hand flash a bit more towards the front so it is pointing back in, as he wants to 
try and get a bit more light into the lens of the subject 

that’s worked better – he got the bit of reflection in the lens, too.

Next step – he bought some cheap white glossy perspex and is putting that underneath the subject 
camera to try and get a reflection. 



that’s worked beautifully!

Now he goes to black 
paper and black perspex 
for the next subjects – 3 
coloured vases

going to try one flash from the back and one from the front to get a cross light and try and get a sort 
of  rim light 

this looks really good!



What a great result from such a cheap, simple set up.

Don’t forget – it’s trial and error with the position of the flashes and the light output from the 
flashes
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